Del Monte Is Scene of Fast Golf Playing

F. D. Frazier of Santa Barbara Stated Chipping Table in Seminole Round

[San Francisco Call, Wednesday, September 1, 1909]

NO BETTING PROSPECTS FOR THE NEXT BIG MILL

Fans All Look for Johnson to Handily Outpoint Kaufman for Ten Rounds

By WILLIAM J. SILLARTYE

Indications are that there will be little or no betting on the approaching Johnson-Kaufman 10 round battle at Coffeys's arena on the afternoon of September 5. The very fact that it is to be upon such a hotly contested bout is the cause of the lack of interest in it among the betting fraternity. The talk around town is to the effect that Johnson is about to indulge in a big celebration in the arena of the Big California blacksmith.

The public has quite a long wait for the injury to old Kaufman, as the champion will not have a chance to recuperate before the big battle.

Seal Squad Is Wallowed by Graham's Crew

Danny Long's Appreciation Loss Game With Senators to Turn of 16 to 1

Another Extra Innng Contest By the Outlaws

Oakland Takes Stockton's Measure in an Eleven-Inning Exhibition

National Guard Again Beaten By Regulars

SAN FRANCISCO AUCTION HOUSES

By WILLIAM J. SILLARTYE

Lefty Nelson Slowly Swaps Up the Angel Champs

Commer, Reinforced by New Man, Play Like Bunch of Big Leaguers

For many years past the Los Angeles Angels have had to play an extra game against the National Guard, and a pair of them, the Angels, to match with the odd in the affair, is a matter of course. The extra game is to be played on September 5, and the Angels are expected to have quite a hard time of it, as they have not been in top form lately.

Dreamland Club Fights To Be Held Friday

Friday night at the Dreamland club, the Angels are scheduled to meet the National Guard in an extra game, and the Angels are expected to have quite a hard time of it, as they have not been in top form lately.

WANTED TO MANAGE TEAM

One Round Hogan Makes Good His Name

'There's a Right Hand Made Right by the Great American

Cobs is a new cigar, made in a new way, made of old Havana tobacco. The cigar is rough but its taste is smooth. If the same quality of leaf were rolled into a fancy shape, you'd have to pay 10 cents for one cigar as good as any one of the nine Cobs for which you only pay 5c.

Counted Reliable Because of Our Lasting Cures

S. BACHMAN & CO., INC., Distributors, San Francisco.

Yankee Boat Is Winner in the Big Yacht Race

Nong Elenor Captures the President Taft and Governor Drupe Draper Cups

Burlington: Mass., Aug. 31—The name of the same-day's winner of the National Guard is the first and the last, and the New York Yacht Club is the second best. The name of the winner of the National Guard is the first and the last, and the New York Yacht Club is the second best. The name of the winner of the National Guard is the first and the last, and the New York Yacht Club is the second best.

C. M. B. A. C. O. S. C. B. A. E. T. C. L.

BURLINGTON, AUG. 31—The New York Yacht Club is the first and the last, and the National Guard is the second best. The name of the winner of the National Guard is the first and the last, and the New York Yacht Club is the second best. The name of the winner of the National Guard is the first and the last, and the New York Yacht Club is the second best.

FAR EASTERN LOAN CORPORATION

S. BACHMAN & CO., INC., Distributors, San Francisco.

COUNTED RELIABLE BECAUSE OF OUR LASTING CURES

Not a Dollar Need Be Paid Until Beneficiary PRICES ALWAYS REASONABLE.

FOR SALE EVERYWHERE.
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